
Redesigning the X server for HotplugEnvironmentsDave AirlieAbstratThis paper desribes a possible redesign of the X server ore to suit urrent require-ments.1 IntrodutionThe urrent X server design dates bak 20 years and urrently some of thedesign deisions made bak then are not suitable for the modern GPU appli-ations. Requirements suh as hotplug GPUs, dynami GPU swithing andmulti-GPU environments are showing a number of shortomings with the ur-rent design. However the urrent design is very extensible so this ability shouldnot be removed. This doument needs a lot more work.2 The urrent X server design2.1 ObjetsThe urrent server design has no lear separation between protool and GPUobjets. The main objets de�ned in the X server are:1. Sreen2. Graphis Context (GC)3. Drawable4. Window5. Pixmap6. Colormap7. Piture 1



2.1 Objets 2 THE CURRENT X SERVER DESIGNThese objets are passed between layers and in/out of the GPU drivers freely.The Sreen, PitureSreen and GC urrently ontain most of the renderingrelated entry points into the driver, these entry points have de�ned results ofoperations on them, and underlying layers an hook into all the entry pointsusing a wrapping mehanism. However there is no distintion between what isprotool related information and what is drawing related.2.1.1 SreenThe sreen objet is the primary objet ontaining the highlevel informationabout the protool sreen. The protool deoding layer alls the per sreen pro-edure entry points. These entry points generally have a default implementationthat is wrapped by eah protool layer and rendering layer.2.1.2 Graphis Context (GC)The GC objet ontains the urrent X ore protool rendering ontext. A num-ber of protool operations allow modi�ation of the graphis ontext, and sub-sequent rendering operations are exeuted using the urrent GC state. The GCde�nes a set of rendering operations that have default implementation that arewrapped by protool and rendering layers.2.1.3 DrawableAn X drawable is an objet that drawing operations our on. It is the baselass for Pixmap and Windows. The X ore protool deals in terms of drawablesand these are passed into the GC operations. Eah rendering layer (hw or sw)has to do operate slightly di�erently on the drawable depending on whether itsa pixmap or window.2.1.4 WindowWindows are protool objets and are a drawable sublass. The window stru-ture ontains all the information about a protool window, this inludes thelipping information for a window, and also links into the window hierarhy.2.1.5 PixmapPixmaps are protool objets and are a drawable sublass. They represent ablok of pixels with width/height/depth but no lipping information.2.1.6 ColormapColormaps are protool objets. 2



2.2 Driver API 3 REASONS FOR REDESIGN2.1.7 PiturePitures are part of the Xrender spei�ation, and are protool objets. Theyare assoiated with drawables (either Window or Pixmap), and are passed tothe render entry points. Render entry points are stored in a per-sreen objetalled the PitureSreen.2.2 Driver APIThe driver API is de�ned in terms of protool objets. All the internals andprotool spei� details are passed to eah driver via the interfae. When adriver reates a sreen, a real X sreen is reated. Sine the number of X protoolsreens are de�ned one lients are onneted you an not really add/removeprotool sreens without Xinerama. Doing it with xinerama leads to anotherissue.2.3 XineramaXinerama works by grouping a number of separate X sreens and presenting asingle sreen. The demulitplexing is done in the protool layer, so every pro-tool that has knowledge of xinerama has two sets of protool deoding ode.The xinerama deoding alls into the lower layer deoding after reworking theinoming protool paket with per-sreen transformations and alls eah under-lying sreen in turn. Xinerama reates instanes of eah objet per underlyingsreen and stores them in a fake toplevel objet. The identi�er used for the faketoplevel objet is the same as the identi�er used for the objet on the �rst under-lying sreen. Also a number of protool only operations are never demulitplexedand only our on the speial 1st underlying sreen. This leads to problems ifyou ever want to remove this sreen in a hotplugging situation.3 Reasons for redesign3.1 GPU hotpluggingTo try and add some idea of GPU hotplugging, the idea to use Xinerama toat as a frontend to the protool then we ould add/remove sreens underneathit. However this falls down when you realise that unplugging the 1st sreen isimpossible due to the urrent design as too muh information is stored in thissreen. This also make GPU swithing impossible as you an't remove the 1stsreen. You ould work around this by adding a fake �rst sreen, but someexperiments in this area showed that the ode got really ugly quikly.3.2 GPU o�oadingSystems suh as NVIDIA's Optimus and ATI's PowerXpress are designed aroundthe onept of o�oading rendering to a seondary GPU. However in the urrent3



5 PROPOSED NEW DESIGNX arhiteture you annot have a GPU driver loaded and useable that isn'tproviding a sreen. If its providing a sreen then it will show up on the pro-tool level, unless xinerama is enabled, however is xinerama is enabled then allrendering will be sent to both sreens, and if you just want to o�oad some 3Drendering, interations between Xinerama and DRI are very messy.4 Dark CornersThis setion just desribes some identi�ed areas that are known to need moreinvestigation.4.1 OverlaysOverlays are urrently represented as a set of pixmaps attahed to a windowprivately in the driver layers. However when a overlay window moves the overlaylayer and underlay layer may have di�erent lipping requirements. Also thelayers may be represented as planar, one layer per pixmap, or paked, bothlayers in a single pixmap. In the paked ase a planemask is needed to speifywhih layer is being addressed.4.2 GLXFor diret rendered lients who are rendering to a shared bu�er, the lippinginformation is required to be sent to the lient side and kept up to date. Thisisn't the same as sending the driver lipping information with every drawingoperation as the information is required to be kept up to date. This is mostlya protool type operation so I think the protool extension layer (GLX or DRIor NVGLX) an wrap the Window hierarhy like it does now to trak thisinformation. There may need to be some more info at the driver->extensionlevel for this.4.3 Colormaps?NVIDIA pointed out they use Window info to store a per-window olormap.Need to nail down if there is a nier way to do this.5 Proposed new design5.1 Identifying the layers and splitting points.The role of the X server protool layer is to deal with all the X protool relatedinformation. The role of the GPU driver is to render the information passedto it from the server. In the urrent X server tree, the fb sw renderer andthe aeleration arhitetures would be onsidered the boundary of the driverrendering interfae. All other layers (dix, mi, Xext, damage et.) would beonsidered protool related layers. 4



5.2 What needs hanging 5 PROPOSED NEW DESIGN5.2 What needs hanging5.2.1 Splitting the protool and driver objetsCurrently the objets de�ned above mix information that is relevant to theprotool and to the gpu driver in one single set of struts. There is no distintionbetween any layer of the stak in terms of whether its dealing in protool ordriver related information. Generally the bottom layer of the wrapping stakfor the Sreen pointers an aid in telling whether they are protool or driverrelated. Generally most of the operations that end in the mi layer are protoolrelated and any that end in the fb layer are drawing related. However in someases the fb layer will then all bak into the mi layer thus making the job alot harder. The main areas where this overlap is messy is around Window opyoperations. So the main ore of the design is splitting the urrent set of objetsinto two sets, and having a per-protool set and a per-driver set.5.2.2 Removing Windows from the rendering interfaeCurrently rendering is done to drawables, a drawable may atually be a windowor a pixmap. The driver aeleration arhitetures and fb sw layer have to workout information from the drawable type to deide where to draw an objet et.Ideally we ould remove knowledge of Windows from the ael/fb layers and thedriver would just see Pixmaps and lipping information for eah operation. Cur-rently render operations ome via GC operations and PitureSreen operations,so these would need to be moved to the per-driver objets.5.2.3 Pushing down XineramaWith a split between protool and driver objets, the Xinerama multiplexingan be lowered to the boundary layer between protool and driver objets.This would remove the dupliate protool proessing and the dupliation ofstored information like window hierarhies and allow dynami addition/removalof drivers post protool proessing.5.3 Objet interrelationships.ProtoolSreen objet would replae the urrent Sreen objet in the ore Xserver. It would have a 1..n relationship with the Sreen objets oming fromthe drivers. In a non-xinerama setup, this would be a 1..1 relationship, in axinerama setup this would be a 1..n. There are also irumstanes where aSreen objet may exist without a orresponding ProtoolSreen link, for thingslike GPU o�oading.ProtoolWindow objets would have a 1..n (possibly nxn for overlay) Pixmaprelationship. Eah protool window would be baked with a per-sreen pixmap.ProtoolGCOps would be the urrent GCops struture and there would be aper-sreen set of GCops that would these operations would be translated into.So protool extensions requiring to wrap the GC operations would wrap the5



6 IMPLEMENTATION PLANProtoolGCOps, and rendering and aeleration layers would wrap the GCops.(TODO: GCFuns)ProtoolPiture objets would have a 1..n Protool relationship. Eah piturewould eventually be baked with a per-sreen pixmap6 Implementation planThis setion ontains some rough ideas on how to implement this.6.1 Requirements/Limitations on implementation
• Try not to break the X server too muh.
• Try to keep as muh working as possible at any one time
• Try to keep bisetion mostly working.
• It seems likely that a �rst implementation will have to break all these rulesand one working a plan to get from master -> there ould be drawn up.
• Try not to break the driver API really badly. This means that the objetsthe driver sees should remain with urrent naming and new naming shouldbe used for the protool objets. However this will still require hanges inextensions that are shipped with drivers like non-X.org using GLX et.6.2 Impedane layerThe author has been onsidering the possibilty of introduing an impedanelayer into the urrent tree to aid splitting it out. This would work as follow,1. Rename all urrent Sreen/GC/Piture rendering and driver related entrypoints.2. All these renamed entry points would terminate in the impedane layer.3. The impedane layer would rework the information it gets and all intothe driver entry points that are stored alongside.The impedane layers job would be to allow slow migration path from old tonew. With out-of-tree drivers still being able to use the wrapped APIs. Theimpedane layer would be responsible for doing all Drawable to underlyingPixmap onversion, no Windows would pass into the lowlevel rendering lay-ers, this inludes onversion of rendering operations relying on Drawable->x,Drawable->y. In later iteratons the impedane layer would be where the xin-erama pushdown would our. The impedane layer would de�ne new driverentry points and trim down the urrent driver API. It would also avoid the re-entry problem of the mi layer alling into the fb layer alling into the mi layer.As all protool related lipping et would be worked out before the fb layer is6



7 PROTOTYPE PROPOSED STRUCTURESever all to do a rendering operation. This will require new APIs between theimpedane layer and the rendering layers.The plan would be to migrated fb and exa to the impedane layer �rst as proof.XAA will probably be a problem.7 Prototype Proposed strutures
• ProtoolSreen
• ProtoolDrawable
• ProtoolPixmap
• ProtoolWindow� Like urrent Window, but store at least one PixmapPtr in it, insteadof hiding it in the fb privates
• ProtoolGCOps
• ProtoolPitureDriver strutures:
• Sreen� GetCopyAreaFuntion - used to move opyarea out of GCOps - toprotool level� GetCopyPlaneFuntion - used to move opyplane out of GCops - toprotool level� PixmapWindowFixup - used to �xup per-window pixmaps like bak-ground/border - used to move CWA up.� PixmapCopyRegion - used to opy regions of pixmaps around - tomove CopyWindow to protool level
• Pixmap
• GCOps
• Piture
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